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References
We work with many of the world’s leading 
architects and building professionals to provide a 
genuine service. As a result, Tarkett’s integrated 
flooring and sports surfaces solutions are part of 
numerous prestigious architectural references. 
Together we help people to enjoy a better quality 
of life every day. We provide integrated flooring 
and sports surface solutions for architects, facility 
professionals, contractors, distributors, installers 
and end-users.

Worldwide
Tarkett is the most global player in the sector with 
34 industrial sites and almost 12.500 employees 
serving clients in more than 100 countries. Every 
day, we sell around 1.3 million m2 of flooring  
for Healthcare, Education, Housing, Retail & 
Hospitality, Offices and Sports.

History

With more than 130 years of history, Tarkett is a worldwide leader in providing innovative and sustainable 
flooring and sports surface solutions. 
Flooring covers the world. In every space built by men and women, around the planet, wherever we live, 
flooring provides inspiration, comfort and safety, protecting health and well-being, and helping people 
lead better, happier lives. 
A world leader in integrated flooring and sports surface solutions, Tarkett has been providing unique 
flooring experiences in homes, schools, workplaces, hospitals, retail stores, hotels, and wherever sports 
are played.

Tarkett values:
Positive customer attitude
Team spirit
Empowerment and accountability
Respect and integrity
Commitment to the environment
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Modern option for modern lifestyles
Tough, practical and hygienic, modern vinyl also offers an extraordinary choice of designs: from brilliant 
colours and abstracts, to perfect reproductions of natural materials such as wood and stone. 

Underfoot comfort together with a variety of finishes provide touch sensation that matches the looks. 
Hardwearing, waterproof and easy to clean, vinyl is the modern option for modern lifestyles.

Vinyl collection 2018 offers the right solution for every room in the house. No project is the same, and 
people’s needs and tastes differ. That’s why Tarkett offers a range of flooring solutions adapted for each room 
and lifestyle.

Our floors are:
Functional – meeting functional needs like durability and resistance
Sensorial – enhancing well-being through comfort and inspiring colors and designs
Ecological – contributing to better indoor air quality and reducing use of water and detergents for cleaning.

With the industry’s largest range of vinyl decors, Tarkett offers endless design possibilities, from the most 
classic to the most contemporary.

Tarkett vinyl is an ideal solution for those who are passionate about their homes and renovate it regularly to 
enhance their interiors. 

• Style and function
• Resistant to marks & scratch
• Comfort & conviviality

• Hygiene and safety
• Resistance to spills & stains
• Water & slip resistance
• Comfort and coziness
• Style and design

• Comfort
• Thermal insulation
• Coziness
• Kid-proof

Think about these criteria when choosing your flooring:
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EXTREME PROTECTION

FOAM LAYER

BACK COMPACT

BACK PRINT

GLASS FIBER

PRINTED DESIGN

WEAR LAYER

Additional protective layer on floor covering, 
which keeps dirt away from lower layers of the 
product, at the same time making cleaning and 
maintenance of the floor easier. Now available in 
all collections.

Adds warmth and underfoot comfort. Gives 
outstanding sound insulation.

Gives additional indentation protection. Helps the 
product lay flat, even if it is not fully glued.

Helps to choose the right product (pictograms of 
the key characteristics), and to cut the vinyl sheet 
in right dimensions.

Prevents the flooring from expanding or 
contracting for an increased dimensional 
stability.

Offers a large choice of colours and patterns.

Protects the design and improves durability.

Tarkett vinyl the perfect choice
Modern and affordable, vinyl floor covering is 
also comfortable and offers endless design 
possibilities for all tastes. It comes in rolls, and 
it is suitable for every room in the house. Last 
but not least, it is respectful of the environment.

From wood and stone imitations 
inspired by nature, to flashy 
colorful designs for energetic 
interiors, Tarkett vinyl offers all 
options!

Endless design possibilities

Vinyl is all about making things easier. 
Whether in new houses or renovations, 
it is really easy to install. 

Easy to 
Install & to change

Absolut / Liam4
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Vinyl is a comfortable flooring 
solution. Thanks to its thermal 
resistance, it brings underfoot 
comfort. It also offers acoustic 
comfort, through its good sound 
absorption. Safe and hygienic, 
Tarkett vinyl comes with ranges 
offering anti-slip properties.

Comfortable 
flooring

It goes without saying that vinyl is also 
an easy-to-live-with flooring. Its good 
resistance to stains, marks and moisture, 
makes it an ideal choice for easy 
maintenance. Save time on cleaning to 
spend it with your family!

Easy to live with
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A new dimension for tomorrow’s concept of sustainability

Solution for better health, well being and 
quality of life

PURPOSE

PEOPLE

PROFITPLANET

Empowered to 
build long lasting 

relationships

Invest & innovate 
for sustainable 

growth

Act positively 
on the environment 
and well-being

With major society challenges mounting quickly in the years 
to come, today’s concept of sustainability will have to evolve 
to create new opportunities for companies and organizations 
to make proactive and meaningful contributions.

While our sustainability model remains founded on the three 
traditional pillars of People, Planet, Profit, we have imagined a 
fourth dimension: Purpose.
We believe that tomorrow’s model of sustainability should 
serve a distinctive purpose, allowing us to make tangible 
contributions to those society challenges which might 
benefit from our 130 years of experience and know how in 
the fields of flooring and sports surface solutions.

Since 2013 we are committed to our 2020 Vision which 
guides us to do just that: accessing our flooring and 
sports surfaces for their potential and innovating to speed 
up their transformation process progressively allowing 
them to enter the age of the circular economy. Working in 
close collaboration with EPEA (Environmental Protection 
Encouragement Agency) Tarkett today is moving ahead in its 
ambition to become a leading circular economy company.

As part of our sustainable commitment, Tarkett initiated assessment 
of vinyl floor components, with the support of the German Scientific 
Institute EPEA, and selected the best available technologies in the 
market, combining health, environment and performance.

Phthalates are a class of chemicals mostly used in plastics to provide 
flexibility, transparency and durability, and they have been the subject 
of scientific debate about their potential impact on human health. 
Scientific consensus on this topic still hasn’t been reached, but 
successful alternatives exist.

After significant investments in research, we developed new formulations and processes, in order to 
manufacture flooring with non-phthalate plasticizers technology. We selected phthalate-free plasticizers 
approved for food contact containers, which can also be used for toys intended to be placed in the mouth 
by children.

In 2018, we are switching to completely phthalate-free offer of vinyl floor coverings, with the goal to provide 
our customers with the very best products. This way, we will offer our clients more comfortable, healthy and 
people-friendly indoor spaces, keeping high performance and design experience. 
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Closed-Loop 
Circular Design 

Powered by Cradle to Cradle 
design principles

Tarkett’s contribution to an 
improved indoor environment 
and air quality is part of a larger 
commitment to building a 
sustainable future. Our sustainable 
product design approach focuses 
on the four steps of the product 
life-cycle.

Eight Tarkett collections have Vitality leaf certificate. Vitality leaf is an 
international non obligatory ecological certification, that evaluates whole 
production life cycle: from purchasing raw materials to waste management. 
The certificate is issued by Ecounion (Экологический союз), 
based in St Petersburg, Russia.

Vinyl is a practical and hygienic 
flooring. We’ve extended the use of 
our PUR surface treatment to all our 
ranges making them highly resistant 
and very easy to maintain with simple 
vacuuming/mopping and minimal use 
of water and cleaning products.

Tarkett is 
committed to 
health and the 
environment

Vitality Leaf

Clean and Hygienic

Force / Linea 1
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Technical data
Technical data Standards Extra Spark Legend Absolut

Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

23
34

34
43

32
23

23
31

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduc-
tion
ISO 717/2 18 dB 14 dB 17 dB 16 dB

Characteristics
Total thickness ISO 24346 (EN 428) 3,30 mm 2,00 mm 3,50 mm 3,00 mm
Wear layer thickness ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,70 mm 0,70 mm 0,50 mm 0,45 mm
Total weight ISO 23997 (EN 430) 3,00 kg/m2 2,22 kg/m2 2,47 kg/m2 2,45 kg/m2
PUR Reinforcement - Extreme protection
Wear layer binder 
content ISO 11638 Type 1 Type 1 Type 1 Type 1

Technical performances
Residual indentation ISO 24343-1 (EN 433) ≤ 0,20 mm ≤ 0,10 mm < 0,35 mm ≤ 0,35 mm
Reaction to fire EN 13501-1 Bfl s1 Bfl s1 Cfl s1 Cfl s1
Dimensional stability ISO 23999 (EN 434) ≤ 0,1 % ≤ 0,1 % < 0,1 % ≤0,1 %
Furniture leg EN 424 Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
Castor wheel test ISO 4918 (EN 425) Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
Curl resultant to heat ISO 23999 ( EN 434) ≤ 3,0 mm ≤ 3,0 mm ≤ 3,0 mm ≤ 1,0 mm
Electrical resistance EN 1081 2,9*108 Ohm 1,6*108 Ohm 9*109 Ohm 1*108 Ohm
Hygiene Does not contribute to infection spreading
Thermal resistance DIN 52612 0,02-0,03 m2K/W 0,01-0,02 m2K/W 0,03 m2K/W 0,03-0,04 m2K/W
Underfloor heating EN 12524 suitable
Light fastness ISO 105 B02- Method 3 7/8 7/8 7/8 7/8

Form of delivery EN 426 3m x 22lm (15-22 lm) 2m x 25lm (15-25 lm)
2,5/3/3,5m x 

25 lm (15 - 25lm)
4m x 22 lm (15-22 lm)

2,5/3m x 30 lm (15-30 lm)
3,5m x 25lm (15-25 lm)
4m x 22lm (15 - 22 lm)

Colors 8 13 6 24

6

EXTRA
SPARK
FORCE

LEGEND
ABSOLUT
PREMIUM

SUPER S
EVOLUTION

OPTIMA



Force Premium Super S Evolution Optima
23
33

23
31 23 22 22

10 dB 16 dB 19 dB 18 dB 8 dB

2,50 mm 3,20 mm 3,00 mm 2,70 mm 1,40 mm
0,60 mm 0,30 mm 0,25 mm 0,20 mm 0,20 mm

2,50 kg/m2 2,30 kg/m2 1,90 kg/m2 1,75 kg/m2 1,40 kg/m2
Extreme protection

Type 1 Type 1 Type 1 Type 1 Type 1

≤ 0,20 mm ≤ 0,35 mm ≤ 0,35 mm ≤ 0,35 mm ≤ 0,35 mm
Bfl s1 Cfl s1 Bfl s1 Cfl s1 Bfl s1
≤ 0,1% ≤ 0,1% ≤ 0,1 % ≤ 0,1 % ≤0,1 %

Excellent Excellent Very good Very good Very good
Excellent Excellent Very good Very good Very good
≤ 3,0 mm ≤ 3,0 mm ≤ 3,0 mm ≤ 3,0 mm ≤ 3,0 mm

1,9*1010 Ohm NPD NPD NPD NPD
Does not contribute to infection spreading

0,03-0,04 mK/W 0,03 mK/W 0,03-0,04 m2K/W 0,03-0,04 m2K/W 0,18-0,02 m2K/W
suitable

7/8 7/8 7/8 7/8 7/8
2,5/3 m x 30lm (15 - 30 lm)
3,5 m x 25lm (15 - 25 lm)
4 m x 22lm (15 - 22 lm)

2,5/3/3,5 m x 28lm (15 - 28 lm)
4m x 25lm (15 - 25 lm) 2,5/3/3,5/4 m x 30lm (15 - 30 lm) 2,5/3/3,5/4m x 

33lm (15-33 lm)
2,5/3/3,5m x 45lm (15 - 45 lm)

4 m x 40lm (15 - 40 lm)

29 21 4 15 4

7

Force / Mombasa 3
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Extra / Venus 4

Extra collection is the first acoustic flooring designed for high-frequency commercial areas 
(class 34). 

Design concept delivers professional, practical and creative solutions that bring a positive and 
productive environment during a working day. Due to its excellent acoustic properties, the Extra 
vinyl collection will banish noise from the space. Tarkett recommends this collection for offices, 
as well as residential areas.
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For more detailed technical information, 
please contact Tarkett.

Technical data Extra
Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

23
34

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduction
ISO 717/2 18 dB

Total thickness
ISO 24346 (EN 428) 3,30 mm

Wear layer thickness
ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,70 mm

Total weight
ISO 23997 (EN 430) 3,00 kg/m2

PUR Reinforcement
- Extreme protection

Wear layer binder 
content
ISO 11638

Type 1

Colors 8

Available in rolls: 3 m
Rolls length: 22 lm (15 - 22 lm)

Suitable for high traffic areas
Acoustic - ideal sound insulation

Main product 
FEATURES

Specifications of the product may be changed for the 
better, without prior notice. Installation of the floor 
should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

Manufactured by:
Tarkett d.o.o. Bačka Palanka
Industrijska zona 14
21400 Bačka Palanka
SERBIA

All Tarkett floorings 
are 100% recyclable

Akron 6
Akron 7
Akron 8
Venus 1
Venus 2
Venus 3
Venus 4
Venus 5

1291839
1287434
1287345
1289803
1287285
1287176
1287532
1287183

Desig name Suggested WR
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11*DESIGN  repeat  1x1m

Venus 2* Venus 3* 

Venus 4* Venus 5*Extra / Venus 1

Venus 1* 

100x16,6cm

Akron 8* 

Akron 6* 

100x16,6cm 100x16,6cm

Akron 7* 
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Collection SPARK offers a true solution for any commercial or light industrial area, with its 
exquisite durability and ease of maintenance. Modern designs in palette of thirteen colours will 
accentuate unique style of each interior.

Additional reinforcement “EXTREME PROTECTION” leaves no spot on the floor, where dirt can 
stay after cleaning.
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Main product 
FEATURES

Available in rolls: 2 m
Rolls length: 25lm (15 - 25 lm)

Suitable for high traffic areas
Wide variety of abstract designs

Specifications of the product may be changed for the 
better, without prior notice. Installation of the floor 
should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

Manufactured by:
Tarkett d.o.o. Bačka Palanka
Industrijska zona 14
21400 Bačka Palanka
SERBIA

All Tarkett floorings 
are 100% recyclable

For more detailed technical information, 
please contact Tarkett.

Technical data Spark
Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

34
43

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduction
ISO 717/2 14 dB

Total thickness
ISO 24346 (EN 428) 2,00 mm

Wear layer thickness
ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,70 mm

Total weight
ISO 23997 (EN 430) 2,22 kg/m2

PUR Reinforcement
- Extreme protection

Wear layer binder 
content
ISO 11638

Type 1

Colors 13

V 01
V 03
V 04
V 05
V 08
M 01
M 02
M 03
M 04
M 05
M 06
M 07
S 02

1289803
1287176
1287532
1287183
1287309
1287337
1287337
1287309
1287557
1287451
1287867
1287529
1287153

Desig name Suggested WR
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S 02* 

100x10cm
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Spark / M 04

V 08* 

M 05* 

M 03* 

M 07* 

M 01* 

M 04* M 02* 

M 06* 

*DESIGN  repeat  1x1m

V 01* V 03* V 04* 

V 05* 
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The strongest and the most dense Tarkett collection is the champion of durability and abrasion 
resistance. 

Unique combination of high wear resistance and universal colors for residential areas, and for 
frequent spaces, as well. Neutral abstract, or high-quality wood and stone designs accentuate 
unique style of each interior. Innovative 3D effect provides smooth surface and live structure 
for extremely easy maintenance.
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Force / Canasta 6
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Main product 
FEATURES

Suitable for high traffic areas
Mechanical embossing
Innovative 3D effect: live structure with 
smooth surface

Specifications of the product may be changed for the 
better, without prior notice. Installation of the floor 
should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

Available in rolls: 2,5/3 m
Rolls length: 30 lm (15 - 30 lm)
Available in rolls: 3,5 m
Rolls length: 25 lm (15 - 25 lm)
Available in rolls: 4 m
Rolls length: 22 lm (15 - 22 lm)

PROTECTION

Tarkett

E    TREME
EFFECT

Tarkett

EFFECT

Tarkett

Manufactured by:
Tarkett d.o.o. Bačka Palanka
Industrijska zona 14
21400 Bačka Palanka
SERBIA

All Tarkett floorings 
are 100% recyclable

For more detailed technical information, 
please contact Tarkett.

Technical data Force
Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

23
33

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduction
ISO 717/2 10 dB

Total thickness
ISO 24346 (EN 428) 2,50 mm

Wear layer thickness
ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,60 mm

Total weight
ISO 23997 (EN 430) 2,50 kg/m2

PUR Reinforcement
- Extreme protection

Wear layer binder 
content
ISO 11638

Type 1

Colors 29

Mombasa 2
Mombasa 3
Canasta 3
Canasta 4
Canasta 6
Orleans 4
Friza 1
Sorbona 2
Sorbona 5
Sorbona 6
Jamaica 3
Samba 12
Spectra 1
Spectra 2

1287160
1291681
1287388
1287502
1287541
1294428
1287501
1287153
1287178
1287553
1294428
1287050
1287160
1287027

Desig name Suggested WR
Linea 1
Linea 2
Linea 3
Linea 4
Nubia 3
Colibri 6
Gres 1
Gres 2
Gres 3
Maison 1
Maison 2
Maison 3
Maison 4

1291205
1294071
1294089
1292771
1287388
1287174
1287502
1287026
1287003
1287531
1292465
1287733
1287426

Desig name Suggested WR
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Force / Maison 3
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Sorbona 2* 

100x10cm

Maison 1* 

100x20cm

Maison 3* 

100x20cm

Orleans4* 

100x16,6cm

Maison 2*

100x20cm

Maison 4*

100x20cm

Mombasa 3*Mombasa 2*

combined widthscombined widths

Canasta 6* Canasta 4* 

100x16,6cm100x16,6cm

Canasta 3* 

100x16,6cm

Friza 1* 

100x16,6cm

*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW
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Force /  Spectra 1

Linea 1* 

Linea 3* Linea 2* 

Spectra 2* 

Spectra 1* Samba 12* 

100x6,6cm

Jamaica 3* 

100x10cm

Sorbona 5*

100x10cm

Sorbona 6* 

100x10cm

*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m
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Colibri 6* 

Nubia 3* 

Gres 2* 

Gres 1* 

Gres 3* 

Canvas 1* Linea 4* 

Canvas 2* 

*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

Force /  Canvas 1
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Cozy and beautiful, with designs inspired by nature, collection Legend is the latest addition 
to Tarkett range. This floor is soft and pleasant to walk on it, backed with polyester felt and 
enriched with the look of real wood, achieved with embossed relief that precisely follows 
printed design. 

Legend is additionaly reinforced with „Extreme protection“, which leaves no spot on the floor, 
where dirt can stay after cleaning.
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Legend / Westwood 1

Suitable for high traffic areas
Soft and pleasant to walk on it, thanks 
to textile backing
The most realistic appearance of 
natural wood texture thanks to 
innovative technology

Main product 
FEATURES

Specifications of the product may be changed for the 
better, without prior notice. Installation of the floor 
should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

Manufactured by:
Tarkett d.o.o. Bačka Palanka
Industrijska zona 14
21400 Bačka Palanka
SERBIA

All Tarkett floorings 
are 100% recyclable

Available in rolls: 2,5/3/3,5 m
Rolls length: 25 lm (15 - 25 lm)
Available in rolls: 4 m
Rolls length: 22 lm (15 - 22 lm)

For more detailed technical information, 
please contact Tarkett.

Technical data Legend
Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

32
23

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduction
ISO 717/2 17 dB

Total thickness
ISO 24346 (EN 428) 3,5 mm

Wear layer thickness
ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,50 mm

Total weight
ISO 23997 (EN 430) 2,47 kg/m2

PUR Reinforcement
- Extreme protection

Wear layer binder 
content
ISO 11638

Type 1

Colors 6
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Legend / Archer 1
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Archer 1* 

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Westwood 2* 

Portland 6* 

Archer 2* 

Westwood 1* 

Portland 5* 

*DESIGN  repeat  1x1m

100x20cm 100x20cm

combined widths

100x16,6cm

combined widths

100x16,6cm



Vinyl floor has never felt and looked so natural before. Each design and color in collection 
Absolut has been carefully chosen, so it could bring cozy feelings of relaxation and warmth in 
every home where it is installed. 

Designs inspired by nature, with relief and texture that is more alive and realistic than ever, 
exude and speak of elegance and sophistication with its appearance and high quality 
construction. A true masterpiece in floor covering industry, this collection is the choice of those 
who always admire to, and wish to have the best.

28
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Specifications of the product may be changed for the 
better, without prior notice. Installation of the floor 
should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

Manufactured by:
Tarkett d.o.o. Bačka Palanka
Industrijska zona 14
21400 Bačka Palanka
SERBIA

All Tarkett floorings 
are 100% recyclable

Absolut /  Tower 1

Suitable for high-traffic areas
The most realistic appearance of 
natural wood texture thanks to 
innovative technology

Main product 
FEATURES

Available in rolls: 2,5/3 m
Rolls length: 30 lm (15 - 30 lm)
Available in rolls: 3,5 m
Rolls length: 25 lm (15 - 25 lm)
Available in rolls: 4 m
Rolls length: 22 lm (15 -22 lm)

For more detailed technical information, 
please contact Tarkett.

Technical data Absolut
Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

23
31

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduction
ISO 717/2 16 dB

Total thickness
ISO 24346 (EN 428) 3,00 mm

Wear layer thickness
ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,45 mm

Total weight
ISO 23997 (EN 430) 2,45 kg/m2

PUR Reinforcement
- Extreme protection

Wear layer binder 
content
ISO 11638

Type 1

Colors 24
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Liam 5* 

Liam 3* 

Jasper 2* Jasper 4* 

Jasper 1* 

Jasper 3* 

Liam 4* 

*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

100x20cm

100x20cm 100x20cm 100x16,6cm

100x16,6cm100x16,6cm 100x16,6cm

Liam 1* 

100x20cm

Liam 2* 

100x20cm

Tudor 3* 

100x12,5cm

Tudor 1* 

100x12,5cm

Tudor 2* 

100x12,5cm

NEW NEW NEW
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Absolut /  Magnus 2
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Magnus 1* 

Magnus 3* Magnus 2* Magnus 4* 

Tower 3* 

combined widths

Tower 4* 

combined widths

Tower 1* 

combined widths

Tower 2* 

combined widths

Tudor 4* 

100x12,5cm

Lenox 1* Lenox 3* Lenox 2* 

*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Premium quality collection will give your home a note of elegance. 

Enriched with innovative design effects - the 3D and the Mineral touch effect, Premium designs 
will make your everyday life fulfilled with beauty. Special floor construction is reinforced with an 
additional protective layer, making this collection highly resistant and very easy to maintain.
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Premium / Maison 5

Suitable for high traffic areas
Additional surface treatment - Tarkett 
Extreme protection
Mineral touch effect
3D effect

Available in rolls: 2,5/3/3,5 m
Rolls length: 28 lm (15 - 28 lm)
Available in rolls: 4 m
Rolls length: 25 lm (15 - 25 lm)

Main product 
FEATURES

PROTECTION

Tarkett

E    TREME
EFFECT

Tarkett

EFFECT

TarkettTarkett

Specifications of the product may be changed for the 
better, without prior notice. Installation of the floor 
should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

Manufactured by:
Tarkett d.o.o. Bačka Palanka
Industrijska zona 14
21400 Bačka Palanka
SERBIA

All Tarkett floorings 
are 100% recyclable

For more detailed technical information, 
please contact Tarkett.

Technical data Premium
Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

23
31

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduction
ISO 717/2 16 dB

Total thickness
ISO 24346 (EN 428) 3,20 mm

Wear layer thickness
ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,30 mm

Total weight
ISO 23997 (EN 430) 2,30 kg/m2

PUR Reinforcement
- Extreme protection

Wear layer binder 
content
ISO 11638

Type 1

Colors 21
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37*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

Raymond 1* 

100x20cm

Soho 2* 

100x20cm

Akron 11* 

100x16,6cm

Raymond 5* 

100x20cm

Albus 2*

100x16,6cm

Soho 3* 

100x20cm

Orleans 3* 

100x16,6cm

Soho 1* 

100x20cm

Akron 10* 

100x16,6cm

Albus 1*

100x16,6cm

Maison 2*

100x20cm

Maison 5*

100x20cm

NEW NEW
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39*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

Aston 2*

Amelia 2* 

Aston 1*

Nika 1* 

25x25cm

Nika 3* 

25x25cm

Chevron 1* Chevron 2* Chevron 3* 

Chevron 4* 

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW
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Diverse prints and colors, matt or shiny finish, deep embossing or not - Super S collection offers 
the possibility to choose the perfect flooring to suit customer’s preferences and the existing 
interior. Easy to install and to clean - it is the perfect collection for home. Throughout the years, 
millions have chosen comfort with tradition - Super S collection.
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Available in rolls: 2,5/3/3,5/4 m
Rolls length: 30 lm (15 - 30 lm)

Additional surface treatment - Tarkett 
Extreme protection

Main product 
FEATURES

Specifications of the product may be changed for the 
better, without prior notice. Installation of the floor 
should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

PROTECTION

Tarkett

E    TREME
EFFECT

Tarkett Tarkett

ACOUSTIC

Manufactured by:
Tarkett d.o.o. Bačka Palanka
Industrijska zona 14
21400 Bačka Palanka
SERBIA

All Tarkett floorings 
are 100% recyclable

Broadway 1* 

100x16,66cm

Canasta 6* 

100x16,66cm

Eliot 6* 

100x12,5cm

*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

Eliot 5* 

100x12,5cm

For more detailed technical information, 
please contact Tarkett.

Technical data Super S
Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

23

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduction
ISO 717/2 19 dB

Total thickness
ISO 24346 (EN 428) 3,00 mm

Wear layer thickness
ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,25 mm

Total weight
ISO 23997 (EN 430) 1,90 kg/m2

PUR Reinforcement
- Extreme protection

Wear layer binder 
content
ISO 11638

Type 1

Colors 4
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Stylish and easy to live with, Tarkett offers the perfect recipe for kitchens & dinning rooms - 
Evolution collection. Wide palette of colors and patterns, with PUR treatment for better quality. 
This collection represents the evolution of quality, style and design, made with matt or shiny 
finish.
Easy to install and to clean, it is suitable for any room.
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Mineral touch
Acoustic

Available in rolls: 2,5/3/3,5/4 m
Rolls length: 33 lm (15 - 33 lm)

Main product 
FEATURES

PROTECTION

Tarkett

E    TREME

EFFECT

Tarkett

EFFECT

Tarkett

Tarkett

ACOUSTIC

Tarkett

All Tarkett floorings 
are 100% recyclable

*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

Specifications of the product may be changed for the 
better, without prior notice. Installation of the floor 
should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

Manufactured by:
Tarkett d.o.o. Bačka Palanka
Industrijska zona 14
21400 Bačka Palanka
SERBIA

For more detailed technical information, 
please contact Tarkett.

Technical data Evolution
Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

22

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduction
ISO 717/2 18 dB

Total thickness
ISO 24346 (EN 428) 2,70 mm

Wear layer thickness
ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,20 mm

Total weight
ISO 23997 (EN 430) 1,75 kg/m2

PUR Reinforcement
- Extreme protection

Wear layer binder 
content
ISO 11638

Type 1

Colors 15

Albus 3* 

100x16,66cm

Chevron 5* 

NEW

Chevron 6* 

NEW
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45*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

Raymond 4* 

100x20cm

Wagner 1* 

100x20 cm

Wagner 2* 

100x20 cm

Tobago 2* 

100x12,5cm

Nika 2* Bavaria 3*

fishbone 25x25cm

Venezia 2* 

Evolution Glanz

Palladio 20* Venezia 20* Trinidad 20* 

100x8,3 cm

Raymond 2* 

100x20 cm

Mombasa 5*

100x combined widths
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Optima / Trevi 1O
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Optima collection offers a beautiful and obtainable solution for any room. With range of designs 
and widths, this affordable and practical floor will bring natural look to your home.
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Broadway 2* 1x1m

100x16,66 cm

Additional surface treatment - Tarkett 
Extreme protection

Available in rolls: 2,5/3/3,5 m
Rolls length: 45 lm (15 - 45 lm)
Available in rolls: 4 m
Rolls length: 40 lm (15 - 40 lm)

Main product 
FEATURES

PROTECTION

Tarkett

E    TREME

Specifications of the product may be changed for the 
better, without prior notice. Installation of the floor 
should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

Manufactured by:
Tarkett d.o.o. Bačka Palanka
Industrijska zona 14
21400 Bačka Palanka
SERBIA

All Tarkett floorings 
are 100% recyclable

Madison 1* 

5x16,6 cm Fishbone

Trevi 1* 

Rialto 3*

*DESIGN  repeat 1x1m

For more detailed technical information, 
please contact Tarkett.

Technical data Optima
Classification
ISO 10874 (EN 685) 
domestic commercial

22

UPEC Classification
Impact sound reduction
ISO 717/2 8 dB

Total thickness
ISO 24346 (EN 428) 1,40 mm

Wear layer thickness
ISO 24340 (EN 429) 0,20 mm

Total weight
ISO 23997 (EN 430) 1,40 kg/m2

PUR Reinforcement
- Extreme protection

Wear layer binder 
content
ISO 11638

Type 1

Colors 4
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Installing your vinyl flooring

Tarkett’s tips and tricks

BEFORE INSTALLATION, ONLY PREPARATION COUNTS!

1

2

3

Remove the existing flooring properly. The subfloor must be dry. Do not forget to 
remove grease marks from the surface to cover. If the subfloor is uneven, use a levelling 
compound. Clean the subfloor thoroughly using water and a neutral cleaning agent.

It is extremely important to acclimate your flooring to the room conditions: store your 
flooring in the room to be installed for 24 hours minimum at room temperature. Unroll and 
pre-cut your product before starting the installation. This could prevent the disappointment 
such as not having enough material. How long should the cuts be? Always add an extra 15 
to 20 cm in length.

There are 3 installation methods:

The glued installation method is particularly recommended when renovating premises submitted to high traffic. 
Roll back half the sheet and apply the adhesive on the surface with dented spatula. Carefully unroll your vinyl 
and press firmly in place. Apply pressure starting from the middle and working from the edge. Proceed the 
same way for the other half. Trim away any excess material around the walls with a hook blade knife. The use 
of utility knives is not recommended.

Loose installation is suitable for rooms of a size smaller than 25m2 and submitted to moderate traffic 
(bedrooms). It is the same as the semi-loose installation method without double-sided tape. If your installation 
requires a seam, you must secure it with double-sided tape.

This installation method is adapted to rooms submitted to intense traffic. Position double-sided tape along the 
perimeter of the room and secure the flooring to the subfloor.

Prepare YOUR SUBFLOOR

Prepare YOUR FLOORING

Prepare YOUR TOOL

GLUED installation
(using acrylic glue)

SEMI-LOOSE installation
(using duct tape)

LOOSE installation

1

2

3
48

1 2

1 2 3 4
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COLD SEAM SEALING

MAINTENANCE: EASY TO CLEAN!

TARKETT’S ANTI-STAIN SECRETS

LAYING DIRECTIONS

If your installation requires a 
seam, it is strongly recommended 
to seal them using the cold seam 
sealing technique to ensure 
perfect water-tightness and 
to avoid unpleasant dirt lines 
between the rolls.
Look at this 4-step cold seam 
sealing method:

3. Cover the flaps with a new strip of adhesive tape before cutting 
     the seam
4. Apply the cold seam sealer

Proper cleaning and maintenance is the best way to make your 
flooring more durable and look new for a long period of time. This 
will also contribute to your household overall hygiene. Tarkett vinyl 
floorings are so easy to maintain, that it is the winning option for 
today’s busy lifestyles!

Clean your flooring with hot water and a neutral cleaning agent, 
and rinse it. Daily regular cleaning: sweeping or vacuuming your 
floor is all it takes! Weekly regular cleaning: once a week, or as 
often as required, use a damp mop or a floor cloth with warm 
water, and a neutral cleaning agent.

ALCOHOL
RUBBER
PETROL
FELT 
PEN 
TAR
GREASE
PAINT

TOMATO
MUSTARD
INK
BLOOD

RUSTrub with a detergent
and rinse

Do not use soft soap, linseed oil products, acetone. Do change the rubber feet of your furniture with plastic ones.

use a small amount 
of bleach or spirit 
vinegar

Clean up with
an anti-rust
liquid

After installation:

1. Apply adhesive tape along the 
     centre of the cut seam
2. Cut the adhesive tape at the seam

Laying in the same direction Laying in reverse direction

1

3

2

1 2

4



 SERBIA: Tarkett SEE, Industrijska zona bb, 21400 Bačka Palanka, Phone: +381 21 7557 649, Fax: +381 21 7557 637, www.tarkett.rs
 BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA: Tarkett SEE, Branka Popovića 27a, 78000 Banja Luka, Phone: +387 65 402 221, Fax: +387 65 770 565, www.tarkett.ba
 CROATIA: TSEE, Buzinski prilaz 10, 10000 Zagreb, Phone: +385 91 444 1520, www.tarkett.hr
 BULGARIA: Tarkett SEE, Bul. Evlogi Georgiev 39, 1142 Sofia, Phone: +359 2 986 7988, Fax: +359 2 986 7987, www.tarkett.bg
 ROMANIA: TSEE, Willbrook Platinum Business & Convention Center 172 – 176 Bucharest - Ploiesti Road Building “A”, 3rd floor, Sector 1, 013697 

Bucharest, Phone: +4 021 224 01 24, Fax: +4 021 224 01 34, www.tarkett.ro


